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Turning Traditional into Modern 

Te Wei was an animator who used traditional chinese painting techniques and adapted 

them for animation. His work is an example of changing times. Up until his career as an 

animator began, most of chinese art remained traditional and still while the rest of the world was 

already adapting to animation. His filmography as an animator, director and in 2 cases, a writer, 

consists of 6 films total, according to IMDb and the duo, Xu Ying and John A. Lent, in 

chronological order his notable films are; The Conceited General (1956), Xiao ke dou zhao ma 

ma?/Where is Mama? (1962),  The Cowboy's Flute (1963), Jin hou xiang yao . . ./Jin wants 

to . . . (1985), Monkey King conquers the Demon (1985), and last but definitely not least, 

Feelings from Mountain and Water (1988).  

Te Wei combined the two mediums. He would paint animation cels like traditional 

chinese paintings and add details to make characters easier to animate. One example of this is his 

1956 film, The Conceited General. He based the character designs off Peking theater costumes 

and makeup techniques. His use of staging is also based off Peking Theater (Lent and Xu). While 

it does have western influences as well, it still looks like a chinese tapestry come to life.  
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(Screenshot from The Conceited General) 

Te Wei didn't go into making his creations completely in traditional painting until his 

1960 film, Where is mama? (Lent and Xu). He based his paintings off a famous painter, Qi 

Baishi. In Where's Mama?, He would use calligraphy ink on one side of the cel and watercolor 

on the other side. It was an experimental piece with how he can animate in this style. The 

tadpoles and other animals being his guinea pigs in that sense.  

 

(Screenshot from Xiao ke dou zhao ma ma?/Where's mama?) 
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Unlike other animators, he would not use a drop of ink for some characters and make 

them completely of watercolor. This results in his cels and frames from his films being 

mistaken for traditional painting on paper or silk. When asked in an interview why he did 

it this way, he responded with: 

This type of painting was very famous and had a long history, so I thought 

we should do animation this way. Qi Baishi painted a lot of tadpoles and 

shrimp; we thought we'd make them move. We tried many ways before 

they moved. We made samples and showed them to the art association and 

got a strong positive reaction (de Wit). 

His Qi Baishi based style came from a demand for an animated film that stood out 

as Chinese. After a chinese animated film being mistaken for a soviet one at a film 

awards festival, many artists would use mediums the middle kingdom (what China calls 

itself) is famous for. Many would use puppetry and papercraft such as paper cutouts and 

paper folding animation rather than hand-drawn (de Wit). He also explained during the 

same interview he had with Alex Dudok de Wit: 

The word animation can include all aspects, paper cut, paper fold, puppet, 

etc. We didn't waste time over what to call it; we just did things to make a 

national identity type animation. We also learned from the high skills of 

foreign countries. A problem now is that seldom do animators carry out 

deep research on foreign animation.  

This means that he only cared about it looking blatantly of chinese origin, even with 

western techniques used in production. This was important because if they used 
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obviously western techniques, there was a chance a chinese film would be mistaken for a 

western one again. 

His last film, From Water and Mountain (1988), takes a less colorful approach 

than his previous films. While his watercolor focused and strategic ink style remain 

prevalent as ever in the film, his choice to primarily use cool colors stands out against his 

warmer colored portfolio. The amount of ink he uses has increased at an almost dramatic 

rate, especially when compared to films akin to Xiao ke dou zhao ma ma?/Where is 

Mama? (1962). 

 

(screenshot from Feelings of Mountain and Water) 

This surge of chinese nationalism may be the root of many negative aspects, such 

as Chairman Mao's entire reign of terror, but if it meant the demand for this kind of 

experimentation, some could argue that maybe it was worth it. Most can agree that either 

the rise in nationalism was worth it or not, Te Wei was a master at animating paintings. 
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Whether it be through his unique use of watercolor or his strategic approach to using ink, 

making characters in the foreground blend with the background.  

From the start of his career in the 1930's to his unavoidable yet tragic death back 

in 2010 at the age of 95. He was praised for his out of the box approach to animating 

films, earning many awards for his films, including being the only chinese director to win 

the ASIFA lifetime achievement award ("China Onscreen Biennial Detailed"). Te Wei 

truly is one of the most influential eastern artists in modern history.    
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